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MICHIGAN LAW REVIEW

THt USEFULNESS oP INTERVENTION AS A REMEDY IN ATTACirmENT.While rules of procedure are not saved from the rude hand of the reformer
by the "due process" guarantees of our constitutions, they do rest, nevertheless, under the very efficient protection of professional conservatism.
Such rules are looked upon by the bench and bar as their own special concern, and innovations in this field must maintain the burden of proving
their character before both the lawyer members of the legislature and the
lawyers and judges who interpret them in the course of litigation. It would
be natural, therefore, to expect that a proposed reform in procedure would
have to meet at least the possibility of two shrinking processes, one at the
hands of the legislature and the other at the hands of the court. An interesting case of the latter kind is found in Chase v. Washtenaw Circuit Judge,
(Mich., i921), 183 N. W. 63.
In that case the petitioner, who claimed that her property had been
wrongfully attached as the property of another sought to intervene in the
attachment suit for the purpose of freeing it from the lien of the wrongful
levy. The Michigan statute passed in 1915 (C. L. 1915, Sec. 12362) allowed
an intervention in any action by anyone claiming an interest in the litiga-
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tion. The court held that the "petitioner does not assert any interest in the
litigation, and only seeks to free her property from a claimed wrongful
attachment" Therefore, it was held that she could not intervene, but must
let the attachment proceedings take their course against her property.
A contrary decision would have secured to the people of Michigan a
much needed simplification of procedure and could have been justified on
both reason and authority much more easily than the decision that was made.
A study of contemporary American practice in such cases discloses the following interesting features.
In the first place, it appears that the widespread recognition of the great
practical value of intervention in attachment cases has resulted in the enactment of a large number of statutes expressly providing for intervention by
the owner of property claimed to have been wrongfully attached as the
property of another. Even such conservative jurisdictions as Illinois (Juil87); Mississippi (Dreyfus v. Mayer,
lard & Co. v. May, (i889), 13o Ill.
(i8gi), 69 Miss. 282) ; Florida G. S., i9o6, Sec. 2i29) ; Georgia (CoD, i91,
Secs. 5115, 5II6), and West Virginia (Capehart's Earr v. Dowery, (1877),
ioW. Va. i3o), which have refused to accept any thoroughgoing reform in
pleading and still adhere to the common law system, have, nevertheless,
enacted statutes expressly authorizing such intervention in attachment cases.
Kansas (Bodwell v. Heaton, (i888), 40 Kan. 36); Arkansas (S. & H. ST.,
i894, Sec. 4o6), and Oklahoma (Miller v. Campbell Commission Co., (903),
13 Okla. 75), states usually more friendly to such reforms, have similar
statutes.
In the next place, it appears that the value of such a remedy has appealed
so strongly to a number of courts that they have, in the absence of any
statute at all on the subject, authorized the practice as an exercise of their
inherent power to regulate their own procedure. This was the case in Sims
v. Goettle, (i88o), 82 N. C. 268; in United States v. Neely, (igo6), 146 Fed.
764, and in Danielsv. Soloman, (897), ii App. D. C. 163, the latter asserting
the existence of a similar judicial attitude in Maryland. In the Neely case,
supra, the court saw no difficulty in the matter at all, and approved the
intervention on the simple ground that "in that way a decision can be
reached much more quickly and economically than in any other."
Lastly, it appears that a large number of states have general statutes
of intervention substantially similar to the Michigan statute, and the decisions of courts acting under these statutes have been almost unanimous in
favor of allowing such an intervention in attachment cases. Such was the
decision in each of the following cases: Patton v. Madison Nat. Bank,
(I9O7), r26 Ky. 469; City Nat. Bank. v. Crahan, (9o7), 135 Iowa, 230;
Hanon v. Connett, (1897), 1o Col. App. 171; Dennis v. Kohn, (1900), 131
Cal. 9i; Potlach Lumber Co. v. Runkle, (i9o9), i6 Ida. 192; Field v. Harrison, (i868), 2o La. Ann. 41; Lee v. Bradlde, (i820), 8 Mart. (La.) 20;
Ho uston Real Estate Inv.Co. v. Heckler, (1914), 44 Utah, 64. The last case
above cited contains a very thorough study of the question, and demonstrates
the simplicity, directness and speed with which the conflicting claims to
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attached property can be determined by this method. In two states alone,
so far as we have discovered, Nebraska (Dunker v. Jacobs, (1907), 79 Neb.
435), and New Mexico (Meyer & Sons Co. v. Black, (I888), 4 N. Mex. 352),
has this use of the remedy of intervention under general intervention statuteslike that in Michigan been disapproved.
R. R. S.
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